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01
Wednesday, December 09, 2015 1:28 PM
Subject: Paris Choking with Fuck Honour
Cop21 Ego Supremacists pretending they
give a fuck about climate change

To: UN Framework on Climate Change Secretariat and Cop 21 Paris
CC: EoP Axis Applicants, EoP Axis Officials; Intnl Law; IL Coercion
Sent: Wednesday, December 09, 2015 1:28 PM
Subject: Paris Choking with Fuck Honour Cop21 Ego Supremacists pretending they give a fuck about
climate change
To: 'Cop 21 Paris'
Cc: CollapseNet; GMACC: Global Military Advisory Board on Climate Change
Sent: Wednesday, December 09, 2015 7:20 PM
Subject: Paris Choking with ** Honour Cop21 Ego Supremacists pretending they give a ** about climate
change

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Wednesday, December 09, 2015 1:28 PM
To: 'General Enquiries'; 'Secretariat'; 'INet Info & Support'; 'FTC Environment Facility'; 'FTC National
Comm'; 'UNFCCC Statements'; 'Cop 21 Paris'
Cc: 'JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc'; 'VADM Bruce McDonald: Bruce MacDonald'; 'Cercle K2'; 'Supreme Court
Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs'; 'Prosecutors Office: Fatou Bensouda'; 'Int’l Court of Justice:
President: Judge Peter Tomka: via Peace Palace Library'; 'Director: Jeroen Vervliet'; 'United Nations: Rule
of Law Unit'; 'Deputy Secretary-General: Jan Eliasson'; 'Democratic Party: President Barack Obama';
'Republican Party: President George W Bush via Donald Rumsfeld'; 'NATO: Shape: Public Affairs Office';
'Kremlin Press Office'; 'Chinese Communist Party: Peoples Daily'; 'US Trade Correspondence'; 'Public
Media Affairs: Matt McAlvanah'; 'Trevor Kincaid'; 'Andrew Bates'; 'Roya Stephens'; 'Jesse Overton'; 'Israel
Prime Minister: Benjamin Netanyahu'; 'General Dempsey & Dunford via USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt
Gen George Flynn'
Bcc: 'Gen Paul Kern'; 'Gen Gordon Sullivan'; 'Gen. Charles Chuck Wald'; 'US Amb in Pretoria: Amb Patrick
Gaspard'; 'Timothy McVeigh'; 'DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh'; 'NSA: Gen
Keith Alexander'; 'Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group'; 'GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe'; 'Michigan
Republicans: Sam Bissell'; 'Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta'; 'David Petraeus'; 'Raymond Odierno and
John Mulholland via US Army Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff'; 'Stan McChrystal'; 'Judge Jay Bybee:
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit'; 'David Coombs Office'; 'Zbigniew Brzezinski'; 'Major General
Dana Pittard'; 'Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster'; 'John W. Whitehead'; 'Holy See in London –
Nuntius'; 'Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary'; 'Arif Hasan Akhundzada'; 'USMC General Mattis via Dep
Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base'
Subject: Paris Choking with Fuck Honour Cop21 Ego Supremacists pretending they give a fuck about
climate change

TO: UNFCCC: UN Framework on Climate Change Secretariat & Cop 21 Paris
CC: USA, ICC & United Nations International Law Officials
CC: EoP Axis Officials: USA, NATO; China & Russia
CC: EoP Axis Coercion: PM Benjamin Netanyahu
CC: JCS: General Dempsey & Dunford
BCC: GMC 4643-13 Applicants & observers*
Christiana Figueres
Executive Secretary
UNFCCC: UN Framework on Climate Change
UNFCCC secretariat

UN Campus: Platz der Vereinten Nationen 1 53113
Haus Carstanjen: Martin-Luther-King-Strasse 8 53175
Bonn Germany
Tel: (49-228) 815-1000 | Fax: (49-228) 815-1999
UNFCCC: UN Framework Convention on Climate Change
General Enquiries (secretariat@unfccc.int); Secretariat (secretariat@unfccc.int); INet Info &
Support (ccinet@unfccc.int); FTC Environment Facility (GEFModule@unfccc.int); FTC National
Comm (NCModule@unfccc.int); UNFCCC Statements (Cop21Cmp11Protocol@unfccc.int)
Cop 21 Paris
3rd Floor, Two America Square, London, EC3N 2LU
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7871 0173 | Fax: +44 (0) 20 7871 0101
Cop 21 Paris (info@cop21paris.org)
USA, ICC & United Nations International Law Officials
USA Law: US Navy JAG: VADM James W Crawford III JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc
(JAGIR@navy.mil); VADM Bruce McDonald: Bruce MacDonald (bruce.macdonald@atsid.com);
Cercle K2 (contact@cercle-k2.fr); Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs
(SupremeCtBriefs@usdoj.gov);
International Law: ICC: Int’l Criminal Court: Prosecutors Office: Fatou Bensouda
(otp.informationdesk@icc-cpi.int); Int’l Court of Justice: President: Judge Peter Tomka: via
Peace Palace Library (info@peacepalacelibrary.nl); Director: Jeroen Vervliet
(j.vervliet@peacepalacelibrary.nl);
United Nations: Rule of Law Unit (rol@unrol.org); Deputy Secretary-General: Jan Eliasson
(Eliasson@un.org)
EoP Axis Officials: USA, NATO; China & Russia:
United States: Civilian Commander in Chief
Democratic Party: President Barack Obama (presidency@whitehouse.gov)
Republican Party: President George W Bush via Donald Rumsfeld (daniel@javelindc.com)
NATO Member Prime Ministers and Presidents
Via: NATO Military Committee: Chairman: General Petr Pavel: Czech Republic
via: NATO: Shape: Public Affairs Office (shapepao@shape.nato.int)
Russia: Kremlin: President Vladimir Putin
via Kremlin Press Office (press_office@prpress.gov.ru)
China: CCP Central Committee: President Xi Jinping
via: Chinese Communist Party: Peoples Daily (englishpd@163.com)
TTIP US Trade Representative: Michael Froman
via US Trade Correspondence (correspondence@ustr.eop.gov); Public Media Affairs: Matt
McAlvanah (MMcalvanah@ustr.eop.gov); Trevor Kincaid (TKincaid@ustr.eop.gov); Andrew
Bates (ABates@ustr.eop.gov); Roya Stephens (RStephens@ustr.eop.gov); Jesse Overton
(JOverton@ustr.eop.gov)
Israel Prime Minister: Benjamin Netanyahu (pm_eng@pmo.gov.il)
General Dempsey & Dunford via USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn
(george.flynn@mail.mil)

Paris Choking with Fuck Honour Cop21 Ego Supremacists pretending they give a
fuck about climate change
In correspondence to CollapseNet and GMACCC: Global Military Advisory Board on Climate
Change; available at EoP v WiP NWO negotiations Comments Correspondence [PDF]: 08 Dec
CollapseNet; I stated, among others:
----------------------All ideas are not equal.
If some Vietnam Phoenix project terrorists have thrown you out of a plane with a parachute; but
you don’t know how to work a parachute; then the idea of ‘I better think about how to pull the
ripchord for my parachute so that I can defy gravity with a scientifically proven method of
defying gravity: namely a parachute’ and ‘I can defy gravity with some Masonic verbal
gymnastics; and once I have redefined gravity so that it does not apply to fuck honour tits and
ass kikes New Yorkers; God will amend gravity in accordance to my Masonic law new definition
demands’ are not equal.

“Paris is currently choking with ego fuck honour White, Black, Chink, Paki, Coolie, Kike Power
environmental moral supremacists; who will continue to whine and whine and whine and whine
and whine and whine and whine about food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases,
urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak
population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, climate change, feminism,
nazism, Islamism, capitalism, communism, militarization of police, etc; while doing sweet
goddamn fuck all about the Masonic War is Peace right to breed/consume with total disregard
for ecological carrying capacity limits international law social contract; that is the root cause of
everything they whine about.”
--------------Put differently:
If the Cop 21 Secretariat gave a fuck about beginning to educate yourselves, those attending
your ‘Climate Change Conference’, journalists and the worlds citizens about the scientific
ripchord as opposed to the Masonic verbal gymnastics information regarding root causes of
Climate Change: namely overpopulation and overconsumption; whose causes are the Masonic

War is Peace -- right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity
limits -- international law social contract; you would have invited any one of the following
speakers to present their information; to begin the educational persuasion process as to how
and why it is a matter of military necessity to implement an Ecology of Peace international law
social contract; that restricts all the worlds citizens from all races, classes and religions to
breeding and consuming below ecological carrying capacity limits.


Media Censorship: Maher, Michael (1997/03): How and Why Journalists Avoid the
Population-Environment Connection: University of Southwestern Louisiana, Population
and Environment, Volume 18, Number 4, March 1977; Reprinted in 1997 by the
Carrying Capacity Network, Focus, 18 (2), 21-37. [SQSwans: Ph.D Guerrylla: Michael
Maher]



Peak NNR Resources and Collapse of Green Industrial Economy: Clugston Chris:
Peak NNR: Scarcity: Humanity’s Last Chapter: A Comprehensive Analysis of
Nonrenewable Natural Resource (NNR) Scarcity’s Consequences. [SQSwans: Ph.D
Guerrylla: Chris Clugston]



Overpopulation: Paul A. Murtaugh, Michael G. Schlax (2009): Reproduction and the
carbon legacies of individuals; Global Environmental Change, 19 (2009) pp. 14-20; which
details how Every Child Increases a Woman’s Carbon Footprint by a factor of 20: A
woman can reduce her carbon footprint 19 times more by having one fewer child than by
all other energy efficiency actions the E.P.A. suggests combined. [SQSwans: Ph.D
Guerrylla: Paul Murtagh]



Overconsumption: Timothy J. Garrett (Nov. 2009), Are there basic physical constraints
on future anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide?; Climatic Change; which details
that Only Civilization Collapse will prevent runaway global climate change: Industrial
Civilization / Consumption Developmentism as Heat Engine Root cause of ScarcityConflict Climate Change-National Security Impending Near-term Extinction reality.
[SQSwans: Ph.D Guerrylla: Timothy J Garrett]



Honour v Fuck Honour Human Nature: Astrid Dannenberg (2012): Climate Change
Negotiations: Game Theory and Experimental Evidence. Climate treaty negotiators
might be wise to have a conversation with a game theorist. So far, negotiators’ promises
to reduce greenhouse gas production have been paltry and results paltrier, as both
emissions and global temperatures have risen. A new game theoretic analysis published
in the Oct. 23 Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences both pinpoints why
negotiations have accomplished so little and suggests how the parties might achieve
better results. [SQSwans: Ph.D Guerrylla: Astrid Dannenberg]

Overpopulation & Overconsumption Causes of Scarcity & Conflict:
United States, Canada, United Kingdom, Germany, Israel and Russian: Military, Intelligence
Agency and Government Reports about Overpopulation and Overconsumption as sources of
Resource Conflict are available at: Military Gospel according to Homer Lea; such as for
example:




Vice Admiral Dennis V. McGinn, USN (Ret); Former Deputy Chief of Naval Operations
for Warfare Requirements and Programs: Powering America’s Defense: Energy and the
Risks to National Security; Center for Naval Analysis, CNA.
Vice Admiral Dennis McGinn; Energy, Climate Change, and the Military: Implications
for National Security; Woodrow Wilson Center for Environmental Security.

All aforementioned reports and many more totally ignored and censored by Cop21 are the
foundation of – and shall be cited in – EoP PoW Applicants ICC complaint to implement an
Ecology of Peace international law social contract; by abolishing and/or reforming the Masonic
War is Peace international law social contract.


EoP PoW et al Applicants: EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel Committee et al: Notice to
UN Nation states Attorney Generals & ICC: ICC Private Prosecution ‘crimes of
aggression acts of war’: Notice ITO of Article 5 & 15 of Rome Statute & ‘Nuclear Freedom
Mutual Coercion Military Necessity for the Implementation of an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract’ Rendulic Rule Military Necessity doctrine: Private
Prosecution of Respondents: Charges: Crimes of Aggression Acts of War; EoP PoW ICC
Complaint; one of EoP options to implement EoP international law social contract.

“Climate Change will become a defense and security issue, for four major reasons. There will be
water wars, there will be oil wars, there will be massive migration on a scale the world has
never seen, and there will be massive food insecurity. The two things of importance to the
United States and UK will be issues of migration, which we already have problems with in
Europe and the US. It will get much much more extreme. .. So much of our food is derived from
Africa and Central and South America, if that starts to fail .. there could be rioting. There is an
expression which is called nine meals from anarchy.” – Rosie Boycott, Former Editor of the
Independent; Climate Change and National Security.
This correspondence shall be included in: EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation: Admin
Correspondence [PDF]
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk
* GMC 4643-13 EoP PoW Applicants and Observers:
Applicants: Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi: US Navy Judge Advocate General co: Knowledge
and Information Services JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc; VADM Dennis McGinn via CNA Military
Advisory Board Members: US Army: Gen Paul Kern; Army: F.Ch.Staff: Gen Gordon Sullivan;
US EU Command: F.Dep.Comm: Gen. Charles Chuck Wald; Amb Patrick Gaspard: US EmbPta; Timothy McVeigh; via DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh; NSA:
Gen Keith Alexander; Erik Prince via GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe; Michigan Republicans: Sam
Bissell; President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office; Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU EmbPta; David Petraeus; Stan McChrystal; Ray O’Dierno & John Mulholland co Office of the
Deputy Chief of Staff
Observers: Judge Jay Bybee; David Coombs Office; Zbigniew Brzezinski; Major General Dana
Pittard; Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster; John W. Whitehead; Donald Rumsfeld;

USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn; Supreme Court Justices via DoJ:
SupremeCtBriefs; Holy See in London – Nuntius; Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary; Arif
Hasan Akhundzada; USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune
Marine Corps Base.

______________________________________
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Wednesday, December 09, 2015 7:20 PM
To: 'Cop 21 Paris'
Cc: 'Collapsenet: Wesley Miller'; 'Jenna Orken'; 'Collapsenet CEO'; 'Collapsenet: Jesse Re'; 'GMACCC:
Global Military Advisory Board on Climate Change: RNLMC Kees Homan'; 'NL: Maj. Piet Wit'; 'BIPSS:
Maj.Gen. ANM Muniruzzaman'; 'USMC: F.Brig.Gen Stephen A. Cheney'; 'GMACCC Press'
Subject: Paris Choking with ** Honour Cop21 Ego Supremacists pretending they give a ** about climate
change

Cop 21 Paris (info@cop21paris.org)
CC: Collapsenet: Wesley Miller (wesleytmiller@comcast.net); Jenna Orken (Jennakilt@aol.com);
CEO (ceo@collapsenet.com); Jesse Re (jessyre@collapsenet.com)
CC: GMACCC: Global Military Advisory Board on Climate Change: RNLMC Kees Homan
(choman@clingendael.nl); NL: Maj. Piet Wit (wit@syzygy.nl); BIPSS: Maj.Gen. ANM
Muniruzzaman (muniruzzaman@gmail.com); USMC: F.Brig.Gen Stephen A. Cheney
(events@americansecurityproject.org); GMACCC Press (press@gmaccc.org)
Paris Choking with ** Honour Cop21 Ego Supremacists pretending they give a **
about climate change
Aforementioned correspondence was submitted to UNFCCC: UN Framework on Climate
Change Secretariat & Cop 21 Paris; but was returned undeliverable from Cop21; who appear to
have some political correct language addictions. A copy of the original can be found at EoP Axis
Military Necessity Evacuation: Admin Correspondence [PDF]
Also of possible interest to any sincere Cop21 Secretariat members – considering the research of
Paul Murtaugh, as detailed in aforementioned correspondence to UNFCCC and Cop21 -- may
be: BBC Africa: Ghanaian Cardinal says birth control could offer solution to climate change;
published a few hours ago today; which supports: The Age article published in 2010: Thou Shalt
Not Breed: Anglicans; copy available at: Mencken -- Licensed to Breed DieOff – Monkeylaw
Prophets.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

02
Thursday, December 10, 2015 1:43 AM
Subject: UNFCCC, Cop 21 & GMACCC: EoP
Cop21 Simple Root Cause Problem Solving
Recommendation

To: UN Framework on Climate Change Secretariat, Cop 21 Paris, GMACCC
CC: EoP Axis Applicants, EoP Axis Officials; Intnl Law; IL Coercion
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2015 1:43 AM
Subject: UNFCCC, Cop 21 & GMACCC: EoP Cop21 Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2015 1:43 AM
To: 'General Enquiries'; 'INet Info & Support'; 'FTC Environment Facility'; 'FTC National Comm'; 'UNFCCC
Statements'; 'Cop 21 Paris'; 'RNLMC Kees Homan'; 'NL: Maj. Piet Wit'; 'BIPSS: Maj.Gen. ANM
Muniruzzaman'; 'USMC: F.Brig.Gen Stephen A. Cheney'; 'GMACCC Press'
Cc: 'JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc'; 'VADM Bruce McDonald: Bruce MacDonald'; 'Cercle K2'; 'Supreme Court
Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs'; 'Prosecutors Office: Fatou Bensouda'; 'Int’l Court of Justice:
President: Judge Peter Tomka: via Peace Palace Library'; 'Director: Jeroen Vervliet'; 'United Nations: Rule
of Law Unit'; 'Deputy Secretary-General: Jan Eliasson'; 'Democratic Party: President Barack Obama';
'Republican Party: President George W Bush via Donald Rumsfeld'; 'NATO: Shape: Public Affairs Office';
'Kremlin Press Office'; 'Chinese Communist Party: Peoples Daily'; 'US Trade Correspondence'; 'Public
Media Affairs: Matt McAlvanah'; 'Trevor Kincaid'; 'Andrew Bates'; 'Roya Stephens'; 'Jesse Overton'; 'Israel
Prime Minister: Benjamin Netanyahu'; 'General Dempsey & Dunford via USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt
Gen George Flynn'
Bcc: 'Gen Paul Kern'; 'Gen Gordon Sullivan'; 'Gen. Charles Chuck Wald'; 'US Amb in Pretoria: Amb Patrick
Gaspard'; 'Timothy McVeigh'; 'DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh'; 'NSA: Gen
Keith Alexander'; 'Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group'; 'GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe'; 'Michigan
Republicans: Sam Bissell'; 'Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta'; 'David Petraeus'; 'Raymond Odierno and
John Mulholland via US Army Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff'; 'Stan McChrystal'; 'Judge Jay Bybee:
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit'; 'David Coombs Office'; 'Zbigniew Brzezinski'; 'Major General
Dana Pittard'; 'Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster'; 'John W. Whitehead'; 'Holy See in London –
Nuntius'; 'Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary'; 'Arif Hasan Akhundzada'; 'USMC General Mattis via Dep
Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base'
Subject: UNFCCC, Cop 21 & GMACCC: EoP Cop21 Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation

TO: UNFCCC: UN Framework on Climate Change Secretariat, Cop 21 Paris
TO: GMACCC: Global Military Advisory Board on Climate Change
CC: USA, ICC & United Nations International Law Officials
CC: EoP Axis Officials: USA, NATO; China & Russia
CC: EoP Axis Coercion: PM Benjamin Netanyahu
CC: JCS: General Dempsey & Dunford
BCC: GMC 4643-13 Applicants & observers*
Christiana Figueres
Executive Secretary
UNFCCC: UN Framework on Climate Change
UNFCCC secretariat
UN Campus: Platz der Vereinten Nationen 1 53113
Haus Carstanjen: Martin-Luther-King-Strasse 8 53175
Bonn Germany
Tel: (49-228) 815-1000 | Fax: (49-228) 815-1999
UNFCCC: UN Framework Convention on Climate Change

General Enquiries (secretariat@unfccc.int); Secretariat (secretariat@unfccc.int); INet Info &
Support (ccinet@unfccc.int); FTC Environment Facility (GEFModule@unfccc.int); FTC National
Comm (NCModule@unfccc.int); UNFCCC Statements (Cop21Cmp11Protocol@unfccc.int)
Cop 21 Paris
3rd Floor, Two America Square, London, EC3N 2LU
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7871 0173 | Fax: +44 (0) 20 7871 0101
Cop 21 Paris (info@cop21paris.org)
GMACCC: Global Military Advisory Board on Climate Change:
RNLMC Kees Homan (choman@clingendael.nl); NL: Maj. Piet Wit (wit@syzygy.nl); BIPSS:
Maj.Gen. ANM Muniruzzaman (muniruzzaman@gmail.com); USMC: F.Brig.Gen Stephen A.
Cheney (events@americansecurityproject.org); GMACCC Press (press@gmaccc.org)
USA, ICC & United Nations International Law Officials
USA Law: US Navy JAG: VADM James W Crawford III JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc
(JAGIR@navy.mil); VADM Bruce McDonald: Bruce MacDonald (bruce.macdonald@atsid.com);
Cercle K2 (contact@cercle-k2.fr); Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs
(SupremeCtBriefs@usdoj.gov);
International Law: ICC: Int’l Criminal Court: Prosecutors Office: Fatou Bensouda
(otp.informationdesk@icc-cpi.int); Int’l Court of Justice: President: Judge Peter Tomka: via
Peace Palace Library (info@peacepalacelibrary.nl); Director: Jeroen Vervliet
(j.vervliet@peacepalacelibrary.nl);
United Nations: Rule of Law Unit (rol@unrol.org); Deputy Secretary-General: Jan Eliasson
(Eliasson@un.org)
EoP Axis Officials: USA, NATO; China & Russia:
United States: Civilian Commander in Chief
Democratic Party: President Barack Obama (presidency@whitehouse.gov)
Republican Party: President George W Bush via Donald Rumsfeld (daniel@javelindc.com)
NATO Member Prime Ministers and Presidents
Via: NATO Military Committee: Chairman: General Petr Pavel: Czech Republic
via: NATO: Shape: Public Affairs Office (shapepao@shape.nato.int)
Russia: Kremlin: President Vladimir Putin
via Kremlin Press Office (press_office@prpress.gov.ru)
China: CCP Central Committee: President Xi Jinping
via: Chinese Communist Party: Peoples Daily (englishpd@163.com)
TTIP US Trade Representative: Michael Froman
via US Trade Correspondence (correspondence@ustr.eop.gov); Public Media Affairs: Matt
McAlvanah (MMcalvanah@ustr.eop.gov); Trevor Kincaid (TKincaid@ustr.eop.gov); Andrew
Bates (ABates@ustr.eop.gov); Roya Stephens (RStephens@ustr.eop.gov); Jesse Overton
(JOverton@ustr.eop.gov)
Israel Prime Minister: Benjamin Netanyahu (pm_eng@pmo.gov.il)
General Dempsey & Dunford via USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn
(george.flynn@mail.mil)

UNFCCC, Cop 21 & GMACCC: EoP Cop21 Simple Root Cause Problem Solving
Recommendation
Negotiators from over 190 countries – representing citizens from many different races, classes,
cultures, religions – have come together to negotiate a ‘climate change agreement’; to stabilize
atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHGs) to avoid “dangerous anthropogenic
interference with the climate system”; with the aim of keeping global warming below 2°C.
Simplify Suggestion:
“If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well enough.” - Albert Einstein
1. Climate change – like food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban
sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak
population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources – is a direct and
indirect consequence of overpopulation and overconsumption.
2. Overconsumption and overpopulation are a direct consequence of humans procreating
and consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits.
3. Humans procreate and consume above ecological carrying capacity limits because the
current international law social contract; provides the worlds nations citizens with the
‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’.
4. Humans will stop procreating and consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits
when legislators amend the international law social contract; to require all the worlds
citizens to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
EoP Cop21 Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation:
Ask Cop 21 negotiators to vote on the following legally binding suggestion to eliminate the
manmade causes of global warming.
Cop 21 negotiators agree to support international law legislation requiring all the worlds
nations political parties to agree to implement national legislation by 11 September 2016;
that requires all their citizens to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity
limits. Any political party which refuses to cooperate; is to lose their political party license;
and any nation that refuses to remove the violating political party’s license may be legally
charged in an international court; by any individual in that nation or another nation with
the intention to bribe their citizens to overbreed or overconsume; which shall be considered
crimes of aggression acts of war; punishable by the death penalty for every single member of
that political party.
Once implemented all political parties will be on an even playing field and will no longer be able
to bribe their citizens with individual or corporate welfare to vote for their political party.
Politicians shall have to find their Thomas Sankara backbones; to cooperate with their citizens
to teach them how to become cooperating self-reliant sustainable nations.
Ecological Carrying capacity limits as stated in EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel Committee
et al: Notice to UN Nation states Attorney Generals & ICC: ICC Private Prosecution ‘crimes of
aggression acts of war’: Notice ITO of Article 5 & 15 of Rome Statute & ‘Nuclear Freedom
Mutual Coercion Military Necessity for the Implementation of an Ecology of Peace international
law social contract’ Rendulic Rule Military Necessity doctrine: Private Prosecution of

Respondents: Charges: Crimes of Aggression Acts of War; EoP PoW ICC Complaint; one of EoP
options to implement EoP international law social contract:
----------------“If ecologists were ever asked to write a new Decalogue, their First Commandment
would be: Thou shalt not transgress the carrying capacity.. Translated into human
terms, the ecological first commandment becomes: Thou shalt not transgress the
cultural capacity.” – Garrett Hardin: Cultural Carrying Capacity and Tragedy of the
Commons.
“We must all understand that the most potent weapons of war are the penis, the
womb, and the ego. Therefore, if you cannot convince a group to control its population
and consumption to below carrying capacity limits; by discussion, debate, intelligent
analysis, etc.; you must consider their action in using the penis and the womb to
increase population; or ego’s unjustified demand to consume in violation of carrying
capacity limits; an Act of War” – Amended version of quote by Judge Jason G. Brent,
in Humans: An Endangered Species.
Carrying Capacity Sustainability: I=PAT Equation: For activities to be genuinely
sustainable it must be possible for them to continue indefinitely. The impact of humanity on the
environment and the demands that people place on the resources available on the planet can be
summarised by what is known as the Ehrlich or IPAT equation, I=PAT. I = impact on the
environment or demand for resources, P = population size, A = affluence and T = technology.
The two most important conclusions deriving from this IPAT footprint relationship are that: (i)
the Earth can support only a limited number of people, at a certain level of affluence, in a
sustainable manner; and (ii) Population and Consumption must be reduced to below carrying
capacity.
Carrying Capacity aka Biocapacity Limits: “The maximum number of individuals
that can be supported sustainably by a given environment is known as its ‘carrying capacity’.
Worldwide the total amount of biologically productive land and sea amounts to 12 billion global
hectares (gha); or 1.8 gha each if divided by 6.7 billion each. Guerrylla Laws are drawn up in
accordance with the proactive conservation policies of Bhutan, who set aside 40% of their
biologically productive to be returned to its natural state, for other species and wildlife
conservation purposes; then that means that the total amount of biologically productive
carrying capacity land available to humans is 60% of 12 billion; which amounts to 7.2 billion
gha total; or 60% of 1.8 gha, which is 1 gha each. Population factor is relevant, because the
more humans there are, the less biologically productive land there is for everyone else. For
example:
Biocapacity limits of 6.7, 3.5, 1 Billion, 500, 250 & 100 Million: 7.2 billion global
hectares of biologically productive land and water divided by (a) 6.7 billion humans, equals: 1.07
gha each; (b) 3.5 billion equals 2.05 gha each; (c) 1 billion equals 7.2 gha each; (d) 500 million
equals 14.4 gha each; (e) 250 million equals 28.8 gha; (f) 100 million equals 72 gha each.
Procreation Factor: As noted, the more people there are; the less biologically productive
land there is available for everyone else. According to the research of Paul Murtaugh, the
procreation factor that should be added by ecology footprint organisations to their Consumption
footprint calculators, is 20 per child.

Difference between Sustainable (Leaver Eco-Innocent) v Unsustainable (Taker
Scarcity Combatant): An individuals IPAT footprint is a result of: (A) Consumption Footprint
multiplied by (B) Procreation Factor (Every child increases 20 Child Factor). If their IPAT
footprint is below carrying capacity limits, they are an Eco-Innocent Leaver; if their IPAT
footprint is above carrying capacity limits, they are a Scarcity Combatant Taker.
Total Footprint = Consumption x Procreation Factor. To work out your Consumption
footprint; you will need to use a Consumption Footprint calculator. Current online footprint
calculators: Global Footprint Network (copy available at Earth Day; Center for Sustainable
Economy; EcoCampus. See more at Global Footprint’s Application Standards, where they detail
how their calculators calculate Consumption footprints. The quiz will ask you various questions
about your consumption habits, and provide you with a final consumption footprint in global
hectares which is your ‘consumption footprint’. For the purposes of this calculation; avoid
footprint calculator quizzes that do not provide you with your final gha consumption footprint
amount, such as for example: World Wildlife Fund’s footprint calculator or Stanford
International Students (which is excellent and has great detail; but does not provide you with a
final footprint in gha terms). Multiply your consumption footprint gha amount by your
Procreation Factor: the number of children you have procreated multiplied by 20. The total
amount is your Total Footprint.
----------------One Child Policy: Jason Brent and Jack Alpert
Jack Alpert population research can be found at Human Predicament: Better Common Sense
Required.
Jason Brent: Humans: An Endangered Species excerpts from EoP Axis correspondence to
Medecins Sans Frontieres; sent Monday, October 19, 2015 8:51 PM; subject: Gen John Campbell
EoP Axis MilNec Bombing of MSF: Kunduz Hospital viz-a-viz ICC: EoP PoW v Nobel Peace
Laureates [PDF]
----------------Humans: An Endangered Species:
The action I am initially proposing is value neutral and does not favor or harm any individual or
group. The action I am proposing will be applied to every person or group without favoring
anyone. The action is very simple---limit the right of any male to father only one live child and
limit the right of every woman to one live birth. In simple terms a couple is limited to one and
only one child—not one child for the male and one child for the female.
These limitations would be applied to every single human being without regard to race, religion,
national origin or anything else and it would be absolute, no exceptions. It would be applied
without regard for wealth, or the lack of wealth, and it would be applied without regard for the
country of birth or residence of either the male or female. It would be applied without regard to
intelligence, or the lack thereof, and without regard of the ability of the male or female to
function in society. (At a later date when a method was agreed upon relating to dividing human
beings into two groups, the ability to function in society would be considered in relation to who
could or could not reproduce.) The right to either father a child or for a female to give birth
could not be sold or transferred; it would be personal to the individual. If a live child were born

with a birth defect or with some other disability it would not permit either the father or mother
to produce another child. Each couple would have the right to have all appropriate pre-natal
tests to determine if the child in the womb would be born with a birth or genetic defect and if
the chance existed that the child would be born with such a defect to have an abortion.
Since survival of our species depends on the one child rule, under my proposal any attempt to
evade the rule would result in death of the evader and of any second child. The rule to be fair
must be absolute, without a single exception. If the female cannot or refuses to provide the
name of the father she and the child shall be immediately executed. All of the ideas set forth in
this paragraph may be considered horrible and inhumane. However, since they will be applied
equally, no individual or group is harmed except to the extent that an individual cannot either
father or give birth to a second child. The harm caused to the individual and the harm caused to
all of humanity by enforcing the one child rule set forth above is miniscule compared to the
harm which all of humanity would suffer if population were not reduced.
Since the birth of a child is very hard to hide, there must be communal responsibility and
accountability for any attempt to do so. Those who knowingly failed to report the birth of a
second or any higher number of children would themselves be subject to the very same severe
punishment that would be meted out to the parents of the second or higher numbered child—no
religious, cultural or ethnic exemptions would obtain. Humanity cannot consider the evasion of
the single child rule a game to be played with a minor penalty, if caught. No group or individual
could be permitted any evasion of the one child rule a that would lead to a disparity among
groups and among individuals causing irreparable harm to the entire system established to
reduce population. Should this sanction seem barbaric or draconian, it is surely less draconian
in its effects than the merciless verdict of nature upon a species that refuses to contain its
expansion.
In order for this proposal to be fair, equitable and workable, society and governments would be
required to take action today to provide the means for every human being to control his or her
fertility, to give everyone on the face of the earth the ability to limit birth to a single child.
Governments would be required to devote a whatever portion of their Gross Domestic Product is
necessary to the provision of artificial birth control devices of any and all types including
sterilization, at low or no cost as appropriate, to their citizens, no matter the age of the citizens
once a citizen reaches the age he/she can physically reproduce. This would also include
instruction as how to use the devices. This would also include education of both males and
females that the birth of a second child would result in the execution of the father and mother
as well as the child. Governments would be required to provide safe, as much as any medical
procedure can be safe, and low cost or free access to abortion. If any person, either male or
female, had more than two failures of birth control devices, it would be conclusively presumed
that the person was unable to use birth control devices and the person would be physically and
permanently sterilized.
If poor nations were unable to devote the necessary funds to accomplish the one child rule in
five years, the rich nations of the world would be required to assist the poor nations, after an
evaluation that the poor nations were doing the best they could under some reasonable
standard. Since survival of our species depends on reducing population below the current 6.7
billion humans now alive, the necessary funds to establish the system to control population
must be made available. It should be emphasized that a “One-Child-Per-Family” (OCPF) law
that is almost completely effective will not suffice. It must be totally and universally effective.
After a five year preparation period, the rule must be enforced. The reduction in population

would continue under the one child rule until all of humanity agreed upon the method and
criteria necessary to implement the two group solution described herein. Population would
continue to be reduced pursuant to the method and criteria of the two group solution until it
reached 300 million or some other lower number agreed upon by humanity. The number finally
agreed upon would be based on the ability of the earth to provide resources for humanity to
maintain an acceptable standard of living for a minimum of 25,000 years. And 25,000 years is
infinitely small when compared to the 160 million years the dinosaurs ruled the earth.
No doubt any proposal that would recommend capital punishment for transgressors of the OneChild-Per-Family law presently evokes immediate revulsion and rejection. Outside the context
of an imminent die-off, given our heritage of moral, religious and cultural programming, I would
be surprised if it didn’t. An example which shows that morality changes when circumstances
change follows. Any Londoner who proposed in August 1938 that the Royal Air Force should one
day bomb German cites with women and children in them would be summarily dismissed as a
callous barbarian. But just two years later Londoners were clamoring for that action. Reality
has a way of effecting abrupt ethical changes. What is not presently comprehended by almost all
of humanity is that we are now in an emergency. Our species is on the brink of an unparalleled
catastrophe—our destruction and the destruction of our civilization. It is a matter of complete
indifference to me that many, if not all, readers will find the execution of anyone having a
second child to be horrible and against every moral precept they learned or understood was
applicable to humanity. The problem is not that my prescriptions are immoral or horrible.
Rather the problem is that the situation humanity finds itself in is horrible. I will now remind
the readers that under the law I propose every individual would be well aware of the
consequences of flouting the law. Which of the two evils is worse--- a) executing anyone who
knowingly violates the one child rule; or b) not reducing population such that the vast majority
or probably all of humanity is destroyed? Under this system fertility drugs would not be
permitted or if they were permitted and used, only one child would be permitted to be born alive
or the rest would be destroyed at birth, if more than one were born alive. If a women gave birth
to more than one child and fertility drugs or any other actions to increase fertility or the
number of children born were not the cause, those children would be permitted to live. Each
individual will have a very clear choice—execution or birth control or sterilization or abortion or
abstinence.
--------------------------Similarly individuals who have been found guilty of overconsumption should also experience the
same punishment as those who are found guilty of procreating more than one child; for exactly
the same reasons as provided by Magistrate Brent; the exact same justifications can also be
found in Garrett Hardin’s Tragedy of the Commons.
This correspondence shall be included in: EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation: Admin
Correspondence [PDF]
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk
* GMC 4643-13 EoP PoW Applicants and Observers:

Applicants: Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi: US Navy Judge Advocate General co: Knowledge
and Information Services JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc; VADM Dennis McGinn via CNA Military
Advisory Board Members: US Army: Gen Paul Kern; Army: F.Ch.Staff: Gen Gordon Sullivan;
US EU Command: F.Dep.Comm: Gen. Charles Chuck Wald; Amb Patrick Gaspard: US EmbPta; Timothy McVeigh; via DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh; NSA:
Gen Keith Alexander; Erik Prince via GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe; Michigan Republicans: Sam
Bissell; President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office; Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU EmbPta; David Petraeus; Stan McChrystal; Ray O’Dierno & John Mulholland co Office of the
Deputy Chief of Staff
Observers: Judge Jay Bybee; David Coombs Office; Zbigniew Brzezinski; Major General Dana
Pittard; Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster; John W. Whitehead; Donald Rumsfeld;
USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn; Supreme Court Justices via DoJ:
SupremeCtBriefs; Holy See in London – Nuntius; Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary; Arif
Hasan Akhundzada; USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune
Marine Corps Base.
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Thursday, December 10, 2015 2:24 AM
Subject: Dimitri Lascaris: RE: UNFCCC, Cop
21 & GMACCC: EoP Cop21 Simple Root
Cause Problem Solving Recommendation

Responses from and correspondence to Real News: Counsel: Dimitry Lascaris:
To: UN Framework on Climate Change Secretariat, Cop 21 Paris, GMACCC
CC: EoP Axis Applicants, EoP Axis Officials; Intnl Law; IL Coercion
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2015 1:43 AM
Subject: UNFCCC, Cop 21 & GMACCC: EoP Cop21 Simple Root Cause Problem Solving
Recommendation

______________________________
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2015 2:24 AM
To: 'Real News: Dimitri Lascaris'
Subject: FW: UNFCCC, Cop 21 & GMACCC: EoP Cop21 Simple Root Cause Problem Solving
Recommendation

Real News: Dimitri Lascaris (dimitri.lascaris@siskinds.com)
Transparency Copy
[copy of correspondence to UNFCCC, Cop21, GMACCC; CC: EoP Applicants, Axis Officials, Intnl Law & IL
Coercion; sent: Thursday, December 10, 2015 1:43 AM; Subject: UNFCCC, Cop 21 & GMACCC: EoP
Cop21 Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation]

__________________________________________
From: A. Dimitri Lascaris [mailto:dimitri.lascaris@siskinds.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2015 1:01 PM
To: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn
Subject: Automatic reply: UNFCCC, Cop 21 & GMACCC: EoP Cop21 Simple Root
Cause Problem Solving Recommendation
I will be away from the office until December 14, 2015. I will be checking my
emails regularly during my absence. Should you require immediate assistance
during my absence, please contact my assistant Denise Kinting at
denise.kinting@siskinds.com or at (519) 672-2121 ext 2360.
A. Dimitri Lascaris
Siskinds LLP
680 Waterloo Street
London, ON N6A 3V8
Tel:
(519) 660-7844
Fax:
(519) 660-7845
Mail:
dimitri.lascaris@siskinds.com
Web:
www.siskinds.com
Twitter: www.twitter.com/siskindsllp
Facebook: www.facebook.com/siskinds

Please consider the environment before printing this email
This message contains confidential information and is intended only for
andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za. If you are not andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za you
should not disseminate, distribute, print or copy this e-mail. Please notify
dimitri.lascaris@siskinds.com immediately by e-mail if you have received this
e-mail in error and delete this e-mail from your system. E-mail transmission
cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be
intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or
contain viruses. Neither Siskinds LLP nor the sender
dimitri.lascaris@siskinds.com accepts liability for any errors or omissions
in the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a hard-copy version.

___________________________________
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2015 3:21 PM
To: 'A. Dimitri Lascaris'
Cc: 'Denise Kinting'; 'Sharmini Peries'; 'Paul Jay'; 'Lawrence Wilkerson'; 'PM: B. Netanyahu'; 'Palestine
Solidarity Campaign'; 'Jews for Justice for Palestine'; 'Young Jewish and Proud'; 'Jewish Voice for Peace';
'ExecDir: Rebecca Vilkomerson'; 'NYC'
Subject: Dimitri Lascaris: RE: UNFCCC, Cop 21 & GMACCC: EoP Cop21 Simple Root Cause Problem
Solving Recommendation

Dimitri Lascaris (dimitri.lascaris@siskinds.com)
Real News & Siskinds LLC
CC: Denise Kinting (denise.kinting@siskinds.com)
CC: Sharmini Peries (sharmini@therealnews.com)
CC: Paul Jay (contact@therealnews.com)
CC: Lawrence Wilkerson (lbwilk@wm.edu)
CC: PM: B. Netanyahu (pm_eng@pmo.gov.il) [Ref: EoP Axis: IL Coercion]
CC: Palestine Solidarity Campaign (info@palestinecampaign.org); Jews for Justice for Palestine
(jfjfp@jfjfp.com); Young Jewish and Proud (stefanie@jvp.org); Jewish Voice for Peace
(nfo@jvp.org); ExecDir: Rebecca Vilkomerson (rebecca@jvp.org); NYC
(newyork@jewishvoiceforpeace.org)
Re: UNFCCC, Cop 21 & GMACCC: EoP Cop21 Simple Root Cause Problem Solving
Recommendation
I imagined Paul Jay and Real News may wish to at least be aware of the information;
considering among others: (i) Real News Paul Jay’s Reality Asserts Itself: Who Makes US
Foreign Policy interview of Lawrence Wilkerson; particularly the predatory capitalism part; (ii)
Sharmini Peries interview of yourself: No meaningful outcome from Paris.
I have now managed to find Sharmini and Real News contact info.
I have transferred all the EoP Axis Admin correspondence to UNFCC, Cop 21, GMACCC and
climate change activists, media and scientists to: UNFCCC, Cop21 & GMACCC:
Correspondence to UNFCCC, Cop 21 and GMACCC: (i) Paris Choking with Fuck

Honour Cop21 Ego Supremacists pretending they give a fuck about climate change; (ii)
EoP Cop21 Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation [PDF].
Re: Your ‘confidential information’ automatic reply footnote.
As a matter of cultural and survival policy; I don’t engage in confidential correspondence; unless
the individual has requested my permission and I consider their reasons justified. For example:
they are not public persons and have no interest in becoming public persons.
Considering the level of intelligence agency surveillance technology available – Dr. John Hall &
Israel Shin Bet Generals -- only the dumbest of dumbfucks would think they are capable of
engaging in confidential email correspondence. When Russian, American, Israeli, NATO,
Chinese intelligence agencies can read your mind; and see what you type in your email; it does
not matter what level of encryption you use to ‘send’ that email; they already have a copy of it
from your thoughts and watching you type it.
I have not received any request from you to engage in confidential correspondence. Nor do I
expect to receive any request from you to engage in confidential information; I imagine its just
conventional Masonic fuck honour legal cultural verbal diarrhea. Not a problem.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk
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Background Info Re: Paris Choking with
Fuck Honour Cop21 Ego Supremacists
pretending they give a fuck about climate
change → EoP v WiP NWO negotiations
comments to CollapseNet, Oliver North,
Times of Israel & McChrystal Group

08 Dec: CollapseNet: Wesley Miller: CollapseNet: EoP Invite
Excerpt: EoP v WiP negotiations Comments Correspondence PDF: Annexure to:
New Rules or WiP No Los Pepes Rules New World Order negotiations PDF

From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 4:58 PM
To: 'Collapsenet: Wesley Miller'; 'Jenna Orken'; 'Collapsenet CEO'; 'Collapsenet: Jesse Re'
Subject: Wesley Miller: Collapsenet: EoP Invite

Wesley Miller
CEO: Collapsenet
Collapsenet: Wesley Miller (wesleytmiller@comcast.net); Jenna Orken (Jennakilt@aol.com);
Collapsenet CEO (ceo@collapsenet.com); Collapsenet: Jesse Re (jessyre@collapsenet.com)
Wesley Miller: Collapsenet: EoP Invite
I read your posting: The End of CollapseNet.
Hope you manage to sort things out; but if not. I am sorry to hear CollapseNet will be closing
down; as I was sorry to hear when Mike stopped FromtheWilderness investigations.
I know Mike and you; and others made huge time and resources contributions to researching
and analyzing the information shared on both websites.
As you may or may not be aware at one time: way back in 1999 I was one of Michael Ruppert’s
few probono research assistants; way back when he was still CopvCIA; long before the groupies
arrived and he became an investigative journalist celebrity.
He parted ways with me way back in 2001 when I went on a hungerstrike to support UFO
Disclosure Project witnesses; cause it would damage his alleged ‘conservative investigative
journalist cop’ reputation; and refused to mend fences; even though my door was always open
for the mending of our friendship.
I don’t know the inner workings of Collapsenet or what the issues in dispute were with your
subscribing members.
I don’t know what motivates you or those who worked with you at CollapseNet; what your
purpose was with CollapseNet.

CollapseNet & Environmentalists Conscious or Unconscious Incorrect Analysis of Root
cause of problem:
I can only provide you with a brief analysis of my experience of a few of the major tactical errors
of working with left wing environmentalists; including Michael Ruppert, much as I loved him,
busted my butt to support him and admired his courage and tactical and strategic thinking.

Their ‘environmentalism’ is consciously or unconsciously based upon an incorrect analysis of the
root cause of environmental problems. They will tell you that environmental destruction is the
result of overpopulation and overconsumption. Yes. It is. They won’t go further to address how
and why overpopulation and overconsumption is allowed to legally occur. They won’t touch the
Masonic War is Peace ‘right to breed/consume’ with total disregard for ecological resource
carrying capacity limits.
If their analysis is consciously and deliberately incorrect; they are engaged in fraud. Possible
motives for their fraud: They are petrified of confronting non-Europeans about their breeding
like cockroaches on Viagra behaviours? They prefer their continued self-righteous ‘social justice
warrior’ white liberal progressive profiteering from non-European cheap labour?
If their analysis is unconsciously incorrect; and they are sincerely motivated to address the root
causes of the environmental problems they complain about; they would welcome feedback to
help them to accurately identify the root causes of the problem; so that they could focus and
leverage all their energies, skills and resources on the root cause of the problem; so that it could
be fixed.
I don’t know why – if they are sincere about problem solving the issues they complain about -their ‘environmentalism’ is consciously or unconsciously based upon an incorrect analysis of the
root cause of environmental problems. I suspect its an ego environmental moral supremacist
issue; psychologically not much different from ego Aryan moral supremacist issue; or the ego
black power moral supremacist issue; and so on.
In my personal experience: Generals or people on the front lines of resource wars have the
greatest appreciation for honest sincere information. If a General is in a battle and sends out a
reconnaissance scout; then if he wants to win the battle; he wants that scout to be 100% honest
with him about reality: number of troops, cannons etc. If he loses the battle he may lose his life
and thousands of his soldiers lives; or he will be conquered and made an economic or other form
of slave. If there are 10,000 zulu’s or muslim suicide bombers over the next hill; and you are
Andries Pretorius or Ariel Sharon; you want to know that; so you can immediately form your
lager; to protect your tribe.
If you are an ego-mindfuck general you hire scouts whom you demand that they lie to you; cause
you don’t want to confront reality of the battle you are facing.

Ecology of Peace and/or Anti-occult human sacrifice Generals:
A lawyer or farmer may not care about Ecology of Peace international law social contract issues;
but an anti-occult human sacrifice General would not be so stupid. Even a smart Masonic
General who is open-minded to the possibility of errors in the Masonic occult way of doing
things; would not say ‘its impossible to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social
contract’. Why not? He has no evidence that its impossible? It may be possible; or it may be
impossible. He does not know. He needs more information. He says ‘lets investigate whether its
possible to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract’. Is it possible? If so
how, when, where and by whom? That kind of thing.
Lawyers and farmers may not care about whether they are farming or lawyering on behalf of
creating a world based upon Ecology of Peace justice principles; that would benefit all the
worlds religions, classes and races; or whether they are simply being used as farming and

lawyer economic cannon fodder hitmen to steal resources; so that one tribe of farmers and
lawyers can live like resource thieving rape the planet capitalists; while other tribes of farmers
and lawyers have to live like slaves.
Generals and soldiers may feel different about whether they are going to war and dying on
behalf of a world based upon Ecology of Peace justice principles; that would benefit all the
worlds religions, classes and races; or whether they are simply being used as cannon fodder
hitmen to steal resources; so that one tribe of farmers and lawyers can live like resource
thieving rape the planet capitalists; while other tribes of farmers and lawyers have to live like
slaves.
Generally speaking many Generals and soldiers don’t mind dying in their battles; but a
significant number of them do care what they are being asked to go to war and die for. If or
when a General cannot convince his men that they are dying for a good cause: for justice for all;
not just whites or Jews; he loses social status amongst his soldiers who care about justice for all.
Some soldiers may just care about whites or jews; other soldiers care about justice for all.
Ecology of Peace Invite:
Put simply: If you are an Ecology of Peace or anti-occult human sacrifice lawyer; or even a
smart Masonic lawyer open-minded to the possibility of errors in the Masonic occult way of
doing things; who is not yet ready to say ‘its impossible to implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract; who is willing to contribute your legal skills to cooperate to
investigate whether its possible to legally implement an Ecology of Peace international law
social contract; you are invited to share your questions, thoughts, ideas, legal skills, etc.
Currently I am negotiating/educating on the importance of an EoP enforcement coercion option.
See: EoP v WiP NWO negotiations Comments Correspondence [PDF]: 03 Dec: Oliver North &
Times of Israel. I shall post a copy of this correspondence there.
As stated there: Put simply: If there is no enforcement coercion option – whether EoP Axis or
ICC IL Coercion [PDF] or some other option as yet unknown – none of the other Ecology of
Peace options will be listened to, sincerely considered or investigated; by people who simply
refuse to non-violently honourably confront Ecology of Peace Facts Reality; and once confronted
cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract.
If that is the case: Near Term Extinction will indeed be the reality for over 90% of humanity; if
not all of humanity.
If you are not interested; or have other plans: All the best. If you change your mind; feel free to
let me know.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

____________________________________
From: jennakilt@aol.com [mailto:jennakilt@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 5:01 PM
To: jmcswan@mweb.co.za; wesleytmiller@comcast.net; ceo@collapsenet.com; jessyre@collapsenet.com
Subject: Re: Wesley Miller: Collapsenet: EoP Invite
I remember lara and have read her comments on radical honesty and everything else with sympathy and
interest.

___________________________________
From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 5:27 PM
To: 'jennakilt@aol.com'; 'wesleytmiller@comcast.net'; 'ceo@collapsenet.com'; 'jessyre@collapsenet.com'
Subject: RE: Wesley Miller: Collapsenet: EoP Invite

Jenna:
I am no longer a member of the Radical Honesty cult. I filed fraud charges against Brad and
Radical Honesty Trainers.
Lara

____________________________________
From: jennakilt@aol.com [mailto:jennakilt@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 5:23 PM
To: jmcswan@mweb.co.za
Subject: Re: Wesley Miller: Collapsenet: EoP Invite
thank you for the update. your writings are always absorbing.

__________________________________
From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 6:11 PM
To: 'Collapsenet: Wesley Miller'; 'Jenna Orken'; 'Collapsenet CEO'; 'Collapsenet: Jesse Re'
Subject: RE: Wesley Miller: Collapsenet: EoP Invite

Jenna:
Sure no problem. Try this for absorbing.
If Congress and the Senate overnight amend the US Constitution to an EoP Constitution; and
tomorrow President Obama informs American citizens that the US Government have
implemented an EoP Amendment to their Constitution; which will require all Americans
citizens to breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.

What civilian demographic would cooperate with law enforcement and if necessary national
guard officials to implement the enforcement of the new EoP Amendments to the Constitution;
and what demographic would refuse to cooperate?
How large or small is this demographic? Is it larger or smaller in different nations? Different
ideological groups: conservative, capitalist, communist? Different religious groups: Christian,
Muslim, Catholic? Age or racial groups: youth, pensioners, Europeans, Africans, etc?
Lara

______________________________
From: jennakilt@aol.com [mailto:jennakilt@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 6:05 PM
To: jmcswan@mweb.co.za
Subject: Re: Wesley Miller: Collapsenet: EoP Invite
a lot has to happen before that idea would be considered

___________________________________
From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 6:39 PM
To: 'Collapsenet: Wesley Miller'; 'Jenna Orken'; 'Collapsenet CEO'; 'Collapsenet: Jesse Re'
Subject: RE: Wesley Miller: Collapsenet: EoP Invite

For you maybe.
You being the demographic of fuck honour New York tits and ass kike; that is totally
understandable.

_________________________________
From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Wednesday, December 09, 2015 10:15 AM
To: 'Collapsenet: Wesley Miller'; 'Jenna Orken'; 'Collapsenet CEO'; 'Collapsenet: Jesse Re'
Cc: GMACCC: RNLMC Kees Homan; GMACCC: NL: Maj. Piet Wit; GMACCC: BIPSS: Maj.Gen. ANM
Muniruzzaman; GMACCC: Nepal: Lt General Bala Nanda Sharma; GMACCC: BIPSS: Maj.Gen. ANM
Muniruzzaman; GMACCC: USMC: F.Brig.Gen Stephen A. Cheney
Subject: RE: Wesley Miller: Collapsenet: EoP Invite

Jenna
CC: GMACCC: Global Military Advisory Board on Climate Change: RNLMC Kees Homan
(choman@clingendael.nl); NL: Maj. Piet Wit (wit@syzygy.nl); BIPSS: Maj.Gen. ANM
Muniruzzaman (muniruzzaman@gmail.com); Nepal: Lt General Bala Nanda Sharma

(dpr@nepalarmy.mil.np); BIPSS (president@bipss.org.bd); USMC: F.Brig.Gen Stephen A.
Cheney (events@americansecurityproject.org)

Edit and Correction:
Depends which idea you are referring to.
All ideas are not equal.
If some Vietnam Phoenix project terrorists have thrown you out of a plane with a parachute; but
you don’t know how to work a parachute; then the idea of ‘I better think about how to pull the
ripchord for my parachute so that I can defy gravity with a scientifically proven method of
defying gravity: namely a parachute’ and ‘I can defy gravity with some Masonic verbal
gymnastics; and once I have redefined gravity so that it does not apply to fuck honour tits and
ass kikes New Yorkers; God will amend gravity in accordance to my Masonic law new definition
demands’ are not equal.

For you maybe.
You being the demographic of fuck honour New York tits and ass ego environmental moral
supremacist issue kike; that is totally understandable.
More accurately: a fuck honour New York tits and ass ego environmental moral supremacist -“pretend I am an environmentalist concerned about food shortages, food inflation, cost of living
increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food,
peak population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, climate change etc;
while doing sweet goddamn fuck all about the Masonic War is Peace right to breed/consume
with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity reality international law social contract” -kike.
Paris is currently choking with ego fuck honour White, Black, Chink, Paki, Coolie, Kike Power
environmental moral supremacists; who will continue to whine and whine and whine and whine
and whine and whine and whine about food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases,
urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak
population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, climate change, feminism,

nazism, Islamism, capitalism, communism, militarization of police, etc; while doing sweet
goddamn fuck all about the Masonic War is Peace right to breed/consume with total disregard
for ecological carrying capacity limits international law social contract; that is the root cause of
everything they whine about.
PS: Did you read the: EoP v WiP NWO negotiations Comments Correspondence [PDF] 03 Dec:
Oliver North & Times of Israel?
Lara

03 Dec: Oliver North: San Bernadino Counterfeit Lies New World
Disorder; Israel Times: Netanyahu: We could easily destroy Al Aqsa;
but we don’t want to.
Excerpt: EoP v WiP negotiations Comments Correspondence PDF: Annexure to:
New Rules or WiP No Los Pepes Rules New World Order negotiations PDF

EoP comment response to your WiP statement is available at: EoP v WiP Negotiations:
Comments Correspondence [PDF: http://tiny.cc/EoPvWiP-CC ]: Chapter 05
EoP: Ecology of Peace | WiP: Masonic War is Peace.

*~~~~~~**~~~~~~*
Updates: 05 Dec | 08 Dec | 09 Dec
I read the Counterfeit review on Black Five:
----------------------He needs to determine if he should follow his orders or do what is right to keep America safer.
North explained that this administration either does not understand the magnitude of the
problem or is not being honest with the American people. “By making a nuclear arms deal with
Iran the world as we know it will change. The Iranians through the Koreans will get a bomb
and the end result will be that the Saudis, Egyptians, Turks, and even the Japanese will get a
bomb. The likelihood of a nuclear weapon going off grows dramatically and it is all do to the
ineptness of this administration. Instead of limiting and reducing nuclear weapons this
President’s legacy is going to be enhancing nuclear proliferation.”
The third part of the book discusses how bureaucrats seem to be more concerned about their
own promotions then doing what is right. Bob Hamer points out to blackfive.net that there are
basically two types in the FBI, “Those who go the street agent route or those that look for
advancement by becoming administrators. It used to be you were promoted for the good you
did. Yet, toward the end of my career it was that you got promoted if you did not do anything
bad. One of my basic complaints was that the administrators always seemed to take the easy
way out and not take any initiative. This was pretty frustrating for me. The FBI characters in
the book, Jake and Trey, are typical street agents. I know a great many who are really like
them and are more concerned with keeping Americans safe then getting promoted. They just
want to be allowed to do their job. The quote in the book, ‘It is easier to seek forgiveness than
permission,’ is the attitude of many. We just wanted to do what was right and instead many
times had a monkey wrench thrown by headquarters.”
North agrees with Hamer and weighed in, “Most of those wearing too many stars on their
shoulders and too many stripes on their sleeves don’t understand the war we have been fighting
and have never experienced the sounds of gun fire. They try to fight this war by sitting next to
a wastebasket in the Pentagon.”.

----------------------Keeping Americans Safe!!! Unbelievable.
American ignorance about the consequences of your rape the planets resources foreign policy for
your fuck honour citizens greed are the greatest threat – in terms of past and future blowback -to American citizens.
Americans along with Europe and Jewish bankers have essentially ruled the world for at least
50 if not 100 or more years.
What have they done with their military and economic power? Setup an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract for the benefit of all the worlds citizens; from all races,
religions and classes? No, they have and continue to rape the planet for their own capitalist
greed; and wonder why blacks, browns hate them.
This is not to say Americans have not done allot of good; they have. They are a massively
corrupt global policeman; but alternative global policemen – excluding Putin – could and
probably would be far worse; than America has been.
However; could America have acted strategically in terms of how she used her power for good?
Could she have focussed on eliminating the root – Masonic War is Peace international law social
contract -- causes of the worlds misery?
Did America and Europeans simply play gore-war pornography and fuck around with endless
culling wars mopping up the overpopulation consequences of the Masonic War is Peace
international law social contract? Her mopping up was not even that efficient; Stalin, Mao and
Hitler were far better at mopping up culling population excess. Even Hutu’s and Tutsi’s who
only had farm implements as tools to commit mass murder – no F15’s, bombers, nuclear bombs,
and who knows what kind of mass killing technology American military have access to -- culling
put Americans to shame in terms of mopping up their population excesses.
Could Americans, Europeans and Jews and anyone else interested in a sustainable future for
their children have used their power to educate blacks and browns and ignorant whites in
simple English; about ecology of peace factual reality; so that we can all realize the necessity of
implementing an Ecology of Peace international law social contract that requires all races,
class, cultures and religions to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits?
Not yet.
If the Pentagon and FBI bureaucrats had gone to the Pentagon Macho Marines and FBI street
agents and said: Please help us to educate our fellow political parasite bureaucrats and
corporate elite rape the planet capitalist oligarchy about Ecology of Peace facts reality; so that
we can work together to implement an American constitution based upon Ecology of Peace
factual reality that requires all of American citizens to procreate and consume below ecological
carrying capacity limits and set an example for the world to follow in our footsteps: what would
Pentagon Macho Marines and FBI strate agents response have been?
If the Pentagon Macho Marines and FBI street agents had gone to the Pentagon and FBI
bureaucrats and said: Please help us to non-violently educate the poor niggers, spicks, gooks,

japs, chinks, breeding like cockroaches on Viagra; about Ecology of Peace facts reality; before
you send us into their American or foreign ghetto’s as military police or occupying army
national guard to pacify and/or cull them with bullets; so that we can work together to
implement an American and international law social contract based upon Ecology of Peace
factual reality that requires all of the worlds citizens to procreate and consume below ecological
carrying capacity limits: what would Pentagon and FBI bureaucrats response have been?
Would they have said:
I think it’s an excellent idea. I don’t know if it can be done; but lets work together and cooperate
to see if it could be possible. Here is how you can help me; how can I help you? What are our
basic Ecology of Peace facts premises….? and so on….
If so: They would have helped in the investigation to draw up the Ecology of Peace Reality facts
working hypothesis conclusion that: (a) Earth is not flat; (b) Earth renewable and nonrenewable resources are finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above1 ecological carrying
capacity limits2, it results in resource conflict3; (d) To sustainably protect and conserve natural
resources in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict national and
international inter-cultural, racial and religious resource war conflict; humans must reform
and/or abolish the Masonic War is Peace4 international law social contract; and cooperate to
implement an Ecology of Peace5 international law social contract that restricts all the worlds
citizens, from all races, religions and classes; to breed and consume below ecological carrying
capacity limits.
They could print Ecology of Peace Facts Reality on millions of flyers and hand those flyers out to
every parasite bureaucrats or corporate elite rape the planet capitalist oligarchs; to poor
niggers, spicks, gooks, japs, chinks, breeding like cockroaches on Viagra. They could hold town
hall meetings to answer questions. They could go to schools to teach children about ecology of
peace facts reality. The list of shit they could do to cooperate is endless.
Instead the Pentagon bureaucrats and Macho Marines and FBI bureaucrats and street agents
are writing books about how to keep Americans safe from being informed about the reality that
the goddamn universe does not revolve around arrogant Americans’ and their goddamn fucking
rape the planet’s resources ego’s.
How long Americans along with Europe and Jewish bankers will continue to rule the world is
debatable.
How much time do Americans, Europeans and Jewish bankers have to act strategically in terms
of how you use your military and economic power for good? Five, ten, twenty years?
Can Americans, Europeans and Jewish bankers focus on eliminating the root – Masonic War is
Peace international law social contract -- causes of the worlds misery; and leave the world a
legacy of European and Jewish statesmanship?

http://tygae.weebly.com/tipping-points.html
http://tygae.weebly.com/commonsism.html
3 http://sqswans.weebly.com/military-gospel.html
4 http://tygae.weebly.com/war-is-peace.html
5 http://tygae.weebly.com/ecology-of-peace.html
1
2

Yes. If they want to?
Do they want to?
A few of them do. Enough of them? I don’t know.
Netanyahu: We could easily destroy Al Aqsa; but we don’t want to.
According to Michael Collins Pipers in Final Judgement: Israel’s intelligence service, the
Mossad, collaborated alongside the CIA and the Meyer Lansky Crime Syndicate in the JFK
assassination because President Kennedy was working to prevent Israel from acquiring nuclear
weapons.
According to Zander C Fuerza in Masters of Deception: Zionism, 9/11 and the War on Terror
Hoax: Neoconservative Bush administration was either directly or indirectly complicit with
Israel’s Mossad to enact the WTC as a false flag inside job event; motivated by culling
towelheads. In this case plausibly Benjamin Netanyahu was VP Cheney’s maestro conductor
master. The term ‘war on terror’ or ‘global war on terror’ was allegedly coined by Benjamin
Netanyahu.
If Piper and Fuerza’s evidence is accurate with regard to partial Mossad involvement in these
events; then when PM Netanyahu says: We could easily destroy Al Aqsa; he could just as easily
state. We could destroy the World Trade Center Towers; which we did want to. We could
assassinate John F Kennedy; cause we did want to. We could destroy the Masonic War is Peace
social contract; which we do want to; or which we may want to; or which we don’t know if we
want to.
Put simply: it appears that what he is saying is that if or when Israel Mossad make a final
decision about what they want to do; then they generally can come up with a plan to accomplish
what they want to do.
Difficult projects can be accomplished; if those who are involved in the project: sincerely want to
accomplish the project.
The Masonic War is Peace international law social contract can be abolished; if a small group of
committed dedicated people make the final decision that is what they want to do.
As Michael Ruppert said: What do you want?
See also:
28 Oct → PM of Israel: PM Statement to Knesset Re: Temple Mount Al Aqsa violence
------------- Excerpt 28 Oct PM of Israel ------------“If the economy / your bible / Koran / Torah / Talmud / Masonic Constitution is more important
to you than the environment; try holding your breath; while you count your money / read your
bible / Koran / Torah / Talmud / Masonic Constitution; and tell me what is more important to
your survival: protecting the ecological foundation of life: our air, water and food by
implementing an international social contract that restricts everyone’s breeding and
consumption to ecological carrying capacity limits; so that all species on Earth can continue

breathing, drinking clean water; and having organic food to eat; or counting your money /
reading your Bible / Koran / Torah / Talmud / Masonic Constitution.” – amended quote of Guy
McPherson; who coined the term ‘Near Term Extinction’ [NTE] which he writes about on his
blog: Nature Bats Last.

There cannot and will never be any peace in a finite resource environment; between organisms
who insist on overbreeding / overconsuming.
There can and will only ever be peace in a finite resource environment; between organisms who
insist on cooperating to implement a social contract that requires all of the organisms in that
finite resource environment to restrict their breeding / consumption to ecological carrying
capacity limits; and evacuates the cheaters who overbreed/consume from the genepool.
If they don’t cooperate to eliminate the cheaters from the genepool; the finite resource
environment will violently eliminate 90% of them.
Lawrence Wilkerson: Reality Asserts Itself: Yeast pretending to be Humans Die-Off
See also: EoP Applicants EoP Axis correspondence to IL PM Netanyahu [PDF]
------------- End: Excerpt 28 Oct PM of Israel -------------

05 Dec Update:
Re: They are a massively corrupt global policeman; but alternative global policemen – excluding
Putin – could and probably would be far worse; than America has been.
“Here they place Putin in context as part of the so-called Andropov levy, a generation of KGB
officers recruited during the long (1967–82) chairmanship of Yuriy Andropov. According to Hill
and Gaddy, Andropov saw himself as an enlightened, liberal secret policeman who emphasized
the need to “work with people”—that is, to try persuade dissidents to change their minds and
support the Soviet regime, but with obvious coercive threats looming in the background. They
see Putin as adapting this approach to Russian politics today, trying to win through persuasion,
but always ready to bring the full force of the state to bear on any opponent who does not see
the wisdom of agreeing. Most notably, Putin used this method to bring the oligarchs to heel.
Putin made it clear they would be allowed to make their fortunes but had to become apolitical,
pay their taxes, and follow Putin’s policy line. He made it clear that their “property rights were
ultimately dependent on the good will of the Kremlin,” with former oligarch Mikhail
Khodorkhovskiy’s fate—a long jail term and seizure of his assets—serving as an example of
what would happen to anyone who stepped out of line. It is the same method that Andropov
used with dissidents, who knew that psychiatric hospitals and labor camps awaited anyone who
failed to be persuaded by the KGB’s arguments.” - CIA Review: The Man Without a Face: The
Unlikely Rise of Vladimir Putin, by Masha Gessen and Mr. Putin: Operative in the Kremlin, by
Fiona Hill and Clifford Gaddy6.
Excerpt from:
08 Aug → Jiaozuo City Mingxing Brake Equipment Factory Mr. Aaron: EoP brake line
options to stop WiP Armageddon Runaway Train
→ A Psychologist: A Silent Message
→ Times of Israel: Lonely Maj Gen Gershon Hacohen of Faith struggles for
Israel’s salvation via an Iranian Nuke.

08 Dec Update:
Individuals refusing to honourably cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace international
law social contract were noted in EoP submission for Revision of Geneva Convention: PoW
Definition and Anullment or EoP Amendment of Eco/Ego Illiterate Masonic War is Peace
Treaties; to the Swiss Federal Council; 11 September 2014 referral as follows:
-----------In the absence of individuals from War is Peace cultures who object to this Ecology of Peace
submission filing objection briefs clarifying their objection arguments, it is not possible to say
with certainty what their objection motivations are. The Clerk suspects objectors motivations to
be any one or a combination of the following:
Flat Earthers: They are ecologically illiterate:

6 https://www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/csi-publications/csi-studies/studies/vol-57-no4/the-man-without-a-face-the-unlikely-rise-of-vladimir-putin-and-mr-putin-operative-in-the-kremlin.html

Ecologically deaf, dumb and blind clueless of impending Peak Resources MadMax
Armageddon reality, and/or its overpopulation and overconsumption causes.
Fundamentalists:
They are fundamentally serious about their racial and/or religious -- RaHoWa / Kill Whitey /
Eschaton / Final Solution -- end times prophecies; and perceive Impending Peak Resources
Ecological Collapse of the SY Civilization Titanic as a race/class/religious war opportunity for
their totally unrestricted blood guts gore orgy of violence to totally eliminate their respective
‘ni**ers / spicks / crackers / joos / liberal’ enemies from the face of the earth; to establish their
respective racial or religious -- White Power / Black Power / Christian / Catholic / Islam -New World Order.
Egologically Illiterate and/or Mi$ery Para$ites:
They got their ego's and bank balances stuck in the misery – selective anti-racism, anticolonialism, anti-imperialism, anti-zionism, anti-misogyny, anti-war, etc – profiteering till /
cookie jar’.
-----------If there is no enforcement coercion option – whether EoP Axis or ICC IL Coercion [PDF] or some
other option as yet unknown – none of the other Ecology of Peace options will be listened to,
sincerely considered or investigated; by people who simply refuse to non-violently honourably
confront Ecology of Peace Facts Reality; and once confronted cooperate to implement an Ecology
of Peace international law social contract.

09 Dec Update:
PS: Did you read the: EoP v WiP NWO negotiations Comments Correspondence [PDF] 03 Dec:
Oliver North & Times of Israel?
Comment to: 08 Dec →
See also:
11 Nov →

CollapseNet: Wesley Miller: CollapseNet: EoP Invite.

McChrystal Group: Veterans: Problem Solvers for Today’s World.

11 Nov 2015: McChrystal Group: Veterans: Problem Solvers for Today’s
World.
Excerpt: EoP v WiP negotiations Comments Correspondence PDF: Annexure to:
New Rules or WiP No Los Pepes Rules New World Order negotiations PDF

Updated 12 November 2015:
[Not a member of Linkedin; and banned from commenting on McChrystal Group Facebook page]

“COIN is warfare at its most basic. It involves convincing an uncertain and frightened
population that you can, and will, defend them – and help them both imagine, and believe in – a
better future.” – Stan McChrystal
“In Blowback, I set out to explain why we are hated around the world. The concept "blowback"
does not just mean retaliation for things our government has done to and in foreign countries. It
refers to retaliation for the numerous illegal operations we have carried out abroad that were
kept totally secret from the American public. This means that when the retaliation comes – as it
did so spectacularly on September 11, 2001 – the American public is unable to put the events in
context. So they tend to support acts intended to lash out against the perpetrators, thereby most
commonly preparing the ground for yet another cycle of blowback. In the first book in this
trilogy, I tried to provide some of the historical background for understanding the dilemmas we
as a nation confront today, although I focused more on Asia – the area of my academic training
– than on the Middle East.” -- Chalmers Johnson: Nemesis: The Last Days of the American
Republic
Blowback of Masonic War is Peace international law social contract domestic and foreign policy
consequences Reality Asserts Itself: Masonic War is Peace social contract blowback.
How many United States soldiers have fought for a better future for anyone outside of
America’s Fortune 500 Wall Street capitalist war profiteers and their tits and ass slut trophy
wives?
Number of US soldiers between 1775 to 2011; who fought for:




An Ecology of Peace international law social contract for the benefit of anyone from any
gender, race, class or religion interested in a responsible freedom future
→ 1: Timothy McVeigh OKC bombing.
Masonic War is Peace Fortune 500 – Wall Street – Federal Reserve corporate profits for
the bank balance benefits of predominantly white male capitalists and their tits and ass
slut trophy wives War is Peace Debt Slave Master future
→ 42,360,492: 1775-2011 US Wars -- America’s Wars US Casualties and Veterans.

Ecology of Peace IQO Interpretation Caveat: Brokeback Mtn Farewell: Back to Back with an
Ecology of Peace Master Jack General who gives a fuck about educating the planets dumbfuck

cockroach sheep pretending to be humans to stop being -- economic cheap labour slaves, political
brood sow/sperm donor welfare vote farm, and/or military corporate cannon fodder – cockroach
sheep for Masonic War is Peace military / religious / political / corporate Judas Goat elite profits
slaughter and make their Responsible Freedom Liberty or Death decisions.
A few Masonic War is Peace cannon fodder cheap labour Slave Master politics quotes:
“[Masonic War is Peace] Politics can be defined as the dispute of power or authority to define
other people’s reality.” – Dr John Breeding; Political Psychiatry, Social Control and Pharma
Psychology.
“What are they thinking, my brother and these American lawyers? What are they thinking?
They're thinking that it's running out. It's running out... and ninety percent of what's left is in
the Middle East. This is a fight to the death. …. When a country has five percent of the world's
population but does fifty percent of its military spending, then the persuasive powers of that
country are on the decline. .. Americans love to drill holes in other people's countries.”
-- Prince Nasir Al-Subaai & Bob Woodman; Syriana
“So that’s why he says running a nuclear power plant is like running an electric kettle. Have
you ever seen a mosquito. Then you can imagine how thin a line it makes when it pisses. You
have to be able to dance on a line as thin as that to be successful in [any Masonic War is Peace
political or business] Party. If you can't; stay clear of politics or the Siberian mosquitos might
bite you.” – Discussion between Chernobyl nuclear engineer technicians on 26 April 1986; as
detailed in: Zero Hour: Disaster at Chernobyl: 00:23 - 01:23.
“You know what people think? That this great city runs itself. They think it gets up, goes to
work and climbs into bed at night, like we do. Unaware of what it takes to make sure it doesn't
break down. Crime, fires, riots. The water pipes bursting under the city. What a mess that was.
And the Water Commissioner calls the contractor who built it? No, he calls me. They all call
me. Goddamn, this is terrific. They call me because I keep the peace. That's my job. This city
doesn't burn because I won't permit it. I'm the great negotiator. You think people get that? The
truth is I don't care. The dumb bastards don't even vote. They just eat, sleep, watch TV and
occasionally fuck their wives.” – Mayor John Shaughnessy describing his subjective reality as
to what he believes his city voters want from him as their Mayor to Martin Veil; lawyer for
Aaron Stampler, a young altar boy from Kentucky with a severe stutter, allegedly
schizophrenic; who is accused of brutally murdering the two faced hypocrite Archbishop; in
Primal Fear.
“The Russian only cares he has a bottle of vodka to suck and some form of domestic animal life
to fuck.” – Nazi Generals discussing Russians at Swansee Conference in Conspiracy
“I don't know what you mean by 'glory,'" Alice said. Humpty Dumpty smiled contemptuously.
"Of course you don't—till I tell you. I meant 'there's a nice knock-down argument for you!'"
"But 'glory' doesn't mean 'a nice knock-down argument'," Alice objected. "When I use a word,"
Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a scornful tone, "it means just what I choose it to mean—
neither more nor less." "The question is," said Alice, "whether you can make words mean so
many different things." "The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be master—that's
all.” – Lewis Carroll; Through the Looking Glass.

“What started as a less than conspicuous warning reminder to the monks to remain celibate [or
procreate below ecological carrying capacity limits], morphed over the years to become a bastion
for fertility. Ten years ago, the larger statue was constructed – “they need greater reminder these
days.”” – Phallic Symbols and Monks
“Vladimir Zhirinovsky: The Lord God's monkey” – Alexander Lebed
“The German commanders still didn't surrender; obedient to Hitlers orders. ... In the Southern
pocket the Commander in Chief Paulus took refuge in the cellar of a shop. Although further
resistance was obvious; only a few senior officers had drawn the obvious conclusion that the
Battle should be abandoned. Gerhard Dengler fought his way through to Paulus command post:
"At first I nearly fainted. It smelt of cigar smoke, cognac and fried food. I was furious. The troops
were resorting to cannibalism and the Generals had food to fry; and cognac and cigars too. I was
seething with rage. I asked "Why don't we surrender?" Paulus replied: "Its easy for you Captain.
You have only the enemy in your sights. But at Army headquarters I must consider higher
strategic matters." I couldn't see that at all. I thought it had more to do with their miserable
cowardice. I was getting furious again and Paulus noticed. He suddenly said to me. "Captain the
time has come for junior commanders to take the initiative." I had to swallow hard. I was furious
again. Here were 20 generals all too cowardly to surrender. And he tells me, a captain, "You can
take the initiative and surrender; but be it on your own head. And if Hitler orders you shot
afterwards, its your bad luck.” – Battle of Stalingrad
“Napoleon once said: “All men are enamored of decorations . . . they positively hunger for them.”
So by developing the Napoleonic system -- the medal business -- the government learned it could
get soldiers for less money, because the boys liked to be decorated.” -- War is a Racket: USMC
Major General Smedley Butler
“Today, we Bulgarians present a fine example of what it is to exist under a lid which we cannot
lift and which we no longer believe someone else can lift...And the unending slogan which
millions of loudspeakers blare out is that everyone is fighting for the happiness of the others.
Every word spoken under the lid constantly changes its meaning. Lies and truths swap their
values with the frequency of an alternating current...We have seen how personality vanishes, how
individuality is destroyed, how the spiritual life of a whole people is corrupted in order to turn
them into a listless flock of sheep. We have seen so many of those demonstrations which humiliate
human dignity, where normal people are expected to applaud some paltry mediocrity who has
proclaimed himself a demi-god and condescendingly waves to them from the heights of his police
inviolability.” -- Georgi Markov (1 Mar 1929 – 11 Sep 1978) describing life under a totalitarian
regime in The Truth that Killed; The Umbrella Assassin.
“[Breivik] emphasizes that if he had not been censored by the media all his life, he would not
have had to do what he did. He believes the media have the main responsibility for what has
happened because they did not publish his opinions.... The low-intensity civil war that he had
already described, had lasted until now with ideological struggle and censorship of cultural
conservatives...... He explains that this is the worst day of his life and that he has dreaded this
for 2 years. He has been censored for years. He mentions Dagbladet and Aftenposten as those who
among other things have censored him..... He says that he also wrote “essays” that he tried to
publish via the usual channels, but that they were all censored..... The subject summarizes: As
long as more than twelve were executed, the operation will still be a success. The experts ask how
the number twelve comes into consideration. Twelve dead are needed to penetrate the censorship

wall, he explains..... About his thoughts on the Utøya killings now, the subject says: The goal was
to execute as many as possible. At least 30. It was horrible, but the number had to be assessed
based on the global censorship limit. Utøya was a martyrdom, and I am very proud of it..... The
subject says in the conversation that he knows the truth that is hidden from others. He believes
that there is a civil war in the country. He believes he had to kill at least twelve, because there is
a censorship-wall preventing an open debate about what is happening in the country..... So I
knew I had to cross a certain threshold to exceed the censorship-wall of the international media.”
-- Excerpts: - Norway v. Breivik: Oslo Organized Crime Police Investigation Report:
"Explanation of 22 July 2011, doc 08,01"; as noted in: 29 Nov 2011: Torgeir Husby and Synne
Sorheim Psychiatric Report.

Ecology of Peace Factual Reality:
Ecology of Peace factual reality: 1. Earth is not flat; 2. Resources are finite; 3. When humans
breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity limits, it results in resource conflict; 4. To
sustainably protect and conserve natural resources in accordance to local and national carrying
capacity limits; and restrict national and international inter-cultural resource war conflict;
humans must implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract that restricts all
the worlds citizens to breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
The principle of cooperation to implement an Ecology of Peace international law as opposed to
competition over resources that I use in my Ecology of Peace Facts summary; is based upon the
Nash Equilibrium mathematical principles that John Nash [A Brilliant Madness: A
Mathematical Genius Descent into Madness] won a Nobel Prize for Economics upon. Put
simply: That in any conflict; those who cooperate to share resources and resolve the root causes
of the conflict; would have a better chance of success and winning the fight; than those who say
‘the strongest’ shall win all the resources; and have the right to enslave the weakest.
In the Beautiful Mind movie; John describes this mathematics theory of cooperation to his
student friends in a bar; like this.
They are sitting in a bar and in walks a beautiful blond Aryan woman; and they all start getting
ready to fight each other to take her on a date; and John Nash laughs and tells them: Why fight
about the few women you consider to be physically beautiful in appearance; instead of
redefining beauty and cooperating to help all women to become beautiful in character. If you
fight for a few physically beautiful women; only a few men will win a beautiful woman; if you
redefine beauty in terms of character; you can then cooperate to help all women to grow
beautiful characters; then every man in the process helps his own character; and goes home
with a beautiful woman.
Similarly if humans cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social
contract; then all the energy that is currently wasted by individuals, religions and races to fight
over resources will no longer need to be wasted on resources; and humans will have more time
and resources to investigate ideas such as whether God does or does not exist; or any other issue
of concern they are interested in investigating to seek the truth about reality; but currently
cannot do so; because they are just joining one or other religion for ethnic or religious tribal
resource war purposes; in their Planet of the Apes fight for survival.

Imagine if Adolf Hitler and Joseph Stalin had invited Mao Tse-tun, Franklin Delano Roosevelt
and Neville Chamberlain to meet and discuss options for pooling their military resources to
pressure the international legal community to implement an Ecology of Peace international law
social contract; for the benefit of all individuals from all races, classes and religions interested
in Ecology of Peace responsible freedom?
Imagine if Nelson Mandela and the ANC had invited Hendrik Verwoerd and the National Party
to meet and discuss options for leading the world towards an Ecology of Peace international law
social contract; by working together to implement an Ecology of Peace social contract for an
ethical responsible freedom South Africa?
Imagine if America’s Billionaires invited each other; and other nations billionaires to meet and
discuss options for cooperating to use Bilderberg, World Economic Forum etc conferences to
educate the public in buck stops here language about ecological carrying capacity limits; to lead
the world towards an Ecology of Peace international law social contract?
Imagine if Ted Turner, Rupert Murdoch and the worlds television and newspaper publishers
invited each other; and other nations Fortune 500 Corporate Capitalist Rape the Planet
Propaganda Editors to meet and discuss options for cooperating to educate the public in buck
stops here language on their television news channels and newspapers about ecological carrying
capacity limits; to lead the world towards an Ecology of Peace international law social contract?
Not difficult: Every single article or interview that is published that includes any aspect of the –
poverty, unemployment, war, crime, violence, food shortages, food price increases, inflation,
police brutality, political instability, loss of civil rights, vanishing species, garbage and
pollution, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, etc -- consequences of living under a Masonic
War is Peace international law social contract; includes a final paragraph at the end of the
article; to educate their readers how to support their editors and journalists to create a better
future for all citizens from all races, religions, classes interested in responsible freedom:
Editors Notice to Reader: The problems of poverty, unemployment, war, crime, violence, food
shortages, food price increases, inflation, police brutality, political instability, loss of civil
rights, vanishing species, garbage and pollution, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste,
racism, sexism, Nazism, Islamism, feminism, Zionism etc; are direct consequences of
humans living in accordance to a Masonic War is Peace international law social contract that
provides humans the ‘right to breed and consume’ with total disregard for ecological carrying
capacity limits. Ecology of Peace factual reality: 1. Earth is not flat; 2. Resources are finite;
3. When humans breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity limits, it results in
resource conflict; 4. To sustainably protect and conserve natural resources in accordance to
local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict national and international intercultural resource war conflict; humans must implement an Ecology of Peace international
law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens to breed and consume below
ecological carrying capacity limits. This newspaper calls on all our readers to support us to
educate all of the worlds citizens about the consequences of living under a Masonic War is
Peace international law social contract; and how we can cooperate to implement an Ecology
of Peace international law social contract to create a better future for all citizens from all
races, religions, classes interested in responsible freedom.

“If It Bleads, It Leads” Media’s Population-Terrorism Connection:

Put Simply: Terrorists and their Victims are to the Corporate Media and Political Elite, what
Bad Newz Kennels pitbulls Mel and Georgia were to Michael Vick, Purnell Peace, Quanis
Phillips and Tony Taylor. When editors deliberately deny problem solving political activists
access to public discourse to raise consciousness about the ecological, political, psychological etc
socio-political problems in communities that require solving; they create a socio-political
pressure cooker environment, where the problems get worse and worse, and the activists are
forced to confront the reality that their only access to public discourse problem solving on their
issues of concern is: violent terrorism, the more spectacular and brutally violent, the greater the
“If It Bleads, It Leads” coverage; and un/fortunately the greater the Corporate Media Profits,
and Politicians ability to use such violence for their own agenda’s of greater state tyranny
control.
-- Norway v Breivik: 22 April 2012 :: Earth Day: Acquittal or Firing Squad; included as
Annexure B to Aarhus Convention Compliance Committee Complaint; and Appeal to Curia
Court.

-- Excerpt: EoP ICC Complaint: EoP PoW –v– Norwegian Nobel Committee et al: 27 Oct
2015: Notice ITO of Article 5 & 15 of Rome Statute & ‘Nuclear Freedom Mutual Coercion
Military Necessity for the Implementation of an Ecology of Peace international law social
contract’ Rendulic Rule Military Necessity doctrine: Private Prosecution of Respondents:
Charges: crimes of aggression acts of war PDF.

Anthropocentric Jurisprudence – Ego-Penis/Vagina – Matrix Monologues: &
Phallic Symbols in Bhutan:

When a member of civilized patriarchy is in conversation with his/her ego-penis/vagina:
who is the boss in such relationship?
Is their legal rational, impartial, evidentiary mind, based upon ecological carrying
capacity science, in charge?
Or are their ego-genitals demands to breed and consume with total disregard for
ecological carrying capacity limits; to profit from vote fodder and cannon fodder surplus
populations to use as their political and military battering ram to conquer other tribes
to steal their resources; in charge?

Lama Drukpa Kunley lived in the 15-16th century (aka “Mad Saint” or "Divine Madman" or
Madman from Kyishodruk) for his unorthodox ways of painting Thunderbolt of Flaming
Wisdom Erect Phallus’ on walls, to shock the uppity and prudish Buddhist clergy.
Traditionally erect penis symbols in Bhutan were to drive away evil spirits & malicious
gossip.
"Representation of female nudity is conventionally a blatant sign of reduction of the female

to sexuality [...] Phallic imagery that reminds men of their self-centeredness is a
counterculture, not a celebration of the male. It is a condemnation of the unchecked male
ego, rather than a rigid fiesta of all things phallocentric." - Dasho Karma Ura, president of
the Centre for Bhutan Studies in the capital of Thimpu
-- Excerpt: EoP ICC Complaint: EoP PoW –v– Norwegian Nobel Committee et al: 27 Oct
2015: Notice ITO of Article 5 & 15 of Rome Statute & ‘Nuclear Freedom Mutual Coercion
Military Necessity for the Implementation of an Ecology of Peace international law social
contract’ Rendulic Rule Military Necessity doctrine: Private Prosecution of Respondents:
Charges: crimes of aggression acts of war PDF.
Nash’s equilibrium is supported by Daniel Quinns: Law of Limited Competition; and Astrid
Danneberg’s: Effective Climate Change Negotiations require Unconditional Cooperator’s.
Daniel Quinn: Law of Limited Competition:
The "Law of Limited Competition" is proposed as a Universal law -- like gravity (as opposed to a
legal Law) -- of ecology, or life, by Daniel Quinn, in his book "Ishmael". The law roughly states
that a predator may compete to its best ability, but it may not go beyond that - it may not
reduce the natural ability of its competitors to compete. The outcome of the law is enhancement
of Diversity.
The first example given in Ishmael is that of hyenas given the option to kill off lions (a
competitor). In nature, this doesn't happen, however, if it did, the lack of lions would mean an
expansion in the gazelle population, which in turn would allow for a greater population of
hyenas, and, if the law continued to be broken, would reduce the entire Ecosystem to a
homogenised cycle of hyena < gazelle < grass < hyena.
Quinn argues that humans are the only species to have broken this law, beginning with
Agriculture (and removing the competition of the products thereof, ie. grazing species from "our"
grain fields, Carnivores from "our" meat animals) and that we have a cultural myth that keeps
us from realising this.
A good documentary on confronting your cultural myths: What A Way to Go: Life at the End of
Empire.

Astrid Dannenberg: Effective Climate Change Negotiations require Unconditional
Cooperators.
According to various research studies, preventing Ecological, Economic and Climate Collapse,
and possible or definite Near Term Extinction, requires a sufficient number of national
politicians who are unconditional co-operators, and is not possible under the current Tragedy of
the Commons social contract jurisprudence status quo, which rewards free-riders and
conditional co-operators, while punishing unconditional co-operators (Astrid Dannenberg (2012):
Climate Change Negotiations: Game Theory and Experimental Evidence; Presentation; Scott
Barrett and Astrid Dannenberg (13 Nov 2012): Game theory suggests current climate
negotiations won’t avert catastrophe; Gronewold Nathanial (20 Dec 2012) Game Theory: Climate
Talks Destined to Fail; Scientific American.)

In a political system based upon Tragedy of the Commons social contract jurisprudence, which
(a) does not restrict and penalize citizens who procreate or consume above carrying capacity
limits, and (b) in fact rewards citizens who procreate or consumes above carrying capacity
limits; where all Taker and Leaver citizens are granted the license to vote; such Taker Cheater
(conditional co-operators and free rider) citizens expectations, based upon ecologically illiterate
social contract jurisprudence consider it their ‘right’ to demand that their political leaders
continue to legislatively enable their cheating. Tragedy of the Commons social contract
jurisprudence consequently results in citizens electing and re-electing politicians who uphold
the Tragedy of the Commons social contract status quo, and punishing politicians who advocate
on behalf of Ecology of Peace social contract jurisprudence.

Ecology of Peace factual reality:
1. Earth is not flat; 2. Resources are finite; 3. When humans breed or consume above ecological
carrying capacity limits, it results in resource conflict; 4. To sustainably protect and conserve
natural resources in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict
national and international inter-cultural resource war conflict; humans must implement an
Ecology of Peace international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens to breed
and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.

